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CONTACT US 
Phone: 740 901 0868 
Email: support@autobahnlife.com 
 
PENDANTS AND CHAINS FOR MEN 
Discover our signature collection of Pendants & Chains for men. We offer a variety of unique designs including 
Hamsa Hands, Ancient Coins, Arrows, Buddha and more. Our exclusive, original, and handmade pendants 
necklaces feature real gemstones, meteorite space rock & precious metals like 24kt gold and 925 Sterling Silver. 
All of our pendants for sale come with a certificate of authenticity in a luxury boxed set. We also include a soft 
velvet pouch for travel and storage convenience.  
 
SHIPPING & RETURNS 
30 Day Returns & Exchanges  
Complimentary Shipping to the US & Canada 
Express Shipping Available (1-3 business days)  
One Year Warranty 
Comes with Certificate of Authenticity 

https://www.autobahnlife.com/
https://www.autobahnlife.com/collections/mens-pendants-and-chain-necklaces


   

 

Where are the gemstones used for chains jewelry sourced from and are they real? 
We use real and genuine gemstones in our pendants and chains for men. All of our diamonds are sourced from 
India and Belgium. The stones we use are not heat treated. Many jewelers today use gemstones that are 
artificially grown in farms; we do not support these stone farms as they are inauthentic. We ensure that all of 
our gemstones have been naturally formed beneath the earth's’ surface; each stone is inspected and hand picked 
for our pendants jewelry.  
 
Do the gemstones used in these chains necklaces have healing properties? 
Yes they do! We use White Diamonds, and Black Diamonds in our pendants and chains for men. Diamonds are 
known for courage and strength, they promote clarity and bonding in relationships. It brings truth, trust and 
abundance. Because they can only be scratched by other diamonds, they maintain their polish extremely well 



and are suited for daily wear because of their resistance to scratching. Most natural diamonds have ages 
between 1 billion and 3.5 billion years.  

  


